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Abstract

In this paper a formal mapping between static information
models and dynamic models is presented. The static in-
formation models are given according to an international
standard for product, process and resource information ex-
change, (ISO 10303-214). The dynamic models are de-
scribed as Discrete Event Systems. The product, process
and resource information is automatically converted into
product routes and used for simulation, controller synthesis
and verification. A high level language, combining Petri
nets and process algebra, is presented and used for speci-
fication of desired routes. A main implication of the pre-
sented method is that it enables the reuse of process infor-
mation when creating dynamic models for process control.
This method also enables simulation and verification to be
conducted early in the development chain.

Keywords– Modelling methods, information mod-
elling, Petri Nets, Process algebra.

1 Introduction

In order to be competitive, engineering companies of today
have to be flexible and responsive to rapidly changing mar-
ket needs. For this reason, it is important for companies to
decrease the time to market while still maintaining or in-
creasing product quality, all at a low cost. A step towards
decreasing the time to market is a more efficient informa-
tion exchange between product and manufacturing systems

design.

Making the information exchange more efficient means
that information about product design solutions becomes
instantly available to engineers involved in the manufactur-
ing system design. More concretely a process planner will
start the documentation of how to manufacture a product
based on preliminary design solutions already during the
product design. If information can be made instantly avail-
able to engineers, the iteration cycle between product and
manufacturing systems design can also be made shorter.

This process documentation will be used as a base for
simulating how the introduction of a new product will af-
fect an existing, or new, manufacturing system. The out-
come of the simulation will influence the final design so-
lution of the product as well as the manufacturing system.
The created dynamic models will, in addition to this, also
be used for verification and automatic controller synthesis.

This paper focuses on verification and automatic con-
troller synthesis. The controller synthesis includes two
levels of control descriptions. First, the resource alloca-
tion system and second, a more detailed control of specific
applications, e.g. control of a robot cell. In the resource
allocation system a number of products utilize a number of
shared resources which are to be booked and unbooked. A
high level language intended to simplify the specification
of desired routes is presented here. This modelling lan-
guage combines Petri nets and process algebra in order to
achieve compact representations of the product routes. The
more detailed control descriptions involves specific control
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for each resource and can be seen as a decomposition from
the higher level resource allocation system which is not
dealt with in this paper. The focus in this paper is, how-
ever, on the resource allocation system.

The process plan defines process information as a set
of product, process and resource characteristics, defining
what to produce, and how it should be done. This infor-
mation can be created using several different systems, such
as CAD-systems, Robot simulation and Off-Line Program-
ming (OLP) systems.

In order to automatically generate dynamic process
models for process control purposes, a mapping is neces-
sary. This mapping should define the relationship between
the static information and the dynamic process models.

Much research has already been conducted on informa-
tion and discrete event modelling, e.g. [10], [8], and [3]
discussing information modelling and [2], [6], and [7] dis-
cussing discrete event modeling. However, little has been
investigated concerning the connection between informa-
tion and dynamic models, i.e. how an information struc-
ture could be mapped to the dynamic structure of a pro-
cess plan. The purpose of this paper therefor is threefold:
first to capture the requirements of the information struc-
ture, second to capture the requirements of the dynamic
structure, and third to show how the mapping between the
information and dynamic structure could be realized.

The information structure is given according to the
ISO10303-214 or the STEP-standard (STandard for Ex-
change of Product model data). The mapping has been
achieved by analyzing the information structure, (ISO
10303-214), and the dynamic structure, (the MPPN-
model) which was introduced in [4], to gain knowledge
of the semantics of their respective objects and structures.
The gained knowledge has then been synthesized to result
in the semi-formally defined mapping model. Finally, the
result has been validated using a case study at Scania Os-
karshamn, Sweden. This has been done by populating the
ISO 10303-214 model with data from the Scania case, and
then implementing the mapping method in order to auto-
matically create an MPPN-model based on the Scania data.
The case is presented below and developed throughout the
paper.

Example 1 – A robot cell in a Scania factory The robot
cell shown in Figure 1 consists of six resources, a robot R,
a gripper G, a welding machine W , two output buffers B1

and B2, an input buffer I , an operator O, and two fixtures
left FL and right FR.

WG

S G

SWG

IR

O1

O2

Fl Fr

G = Gripper.

I = Input buffer.

O1 = Output buffer 1.

O2 = Output buffer 2.

R = Robot.

SWG = Stationary weld gun.

WG = Weld gun.

S = Stand for G and WG.

FL = Fixture Left.

FR = Fixture Right.

Figure 1: A manufacturing cell.

The Scania robot cell involves two main processes, Sta-
tionaryWelding and RobotWelding.

StationaryWelding As input to the robot cell there are ge-
ometrically welded plates placed on the turn table. Sta-
tionaryWelding involves three sub-processes: Get, robot
and gripper is used to get workpiece from instation. Weld,
robot, gripper, and stationary weld gun is used to weld ap-
proximately 30 weld spots. Put, robot and gripper is used
to put the workpiece in outstation O1 or O2.

RobotWelding As input to the robot cell an operator
places the geometrically welded plates in one of two fix-
tures. RobotWelding also involves three sub-processes:
The first is Place and involves an operator placing a work-
piece on either the right or the left fixture. The second is
Weld where the robot, the weld gun, and one of the fix-
tures LF or RF is used to weld about 30 weld spots and
finally the third and final process Put where the robot to-
gether with the gripper is used for putting the workpiece in
outstation O1 or O2.

�
In the following two sections an introduction to both the
MPPN modelling language and the ISO 10303-214 stan-
dard is presented. In addition to this a comparison between
the static and dynamic models is made with respect to the
product, process, and manufacturing resource (PPR) rep-
resentation in both MPPN and ISO 10303-214 (AP214).

2 Mixed Process algebra Petri Net

The MPPN language combines Petri nets and process al-
gebra in order to create product specifications. The MPPN
language uses process operators for alternative, synchro-
nization in order to realize compact specifications.
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Process operators

The transition between two Petri net places in an MPPN is
a processP . A processP = a1 → P1 describes that, first
the eventa1 occurs, then it behaves like a processP1.

Alternative The alternative operator+ specifies that
there is a choice between two processes. Let two processes
be defined asP = a1 → P1 andQ = b1 → Q1. Then an
alternative between these two processes is described as

P + Q = a1 → P1 | b1 → Q1 (1)

using Hoare’s [6] choice symbol|. This implies that either
eventa1 occurs followed by processP1 or eventb1 occurs
followed by processQ1.

Synchronization The nonstandard synchronization
operator& implies that one or more processes are to be
synchronized, with no respect to common events, and ex-
ecuted in parallel. Similar ideas for event synchronization
can be found in [1]. Again, consider two processesP = a 1

→ P1 andQ = b1 → Q1. The synchronization operator &
can be described as

P&Q = a1&b1 → P1&Q1 (2)

This means thata1 in P occurs at the same time asb1 in Q.
This synchronized event is denoteda1&b1. The synchro-
nization operator& is useful whenflexibility andreusabil-
ity is desired.

Parallel processes Parallel processes are defined us-
ing the Petri net constructs instead of introducing a parallel
process operator. This is done in order to preserve a good
graphical presentation of the modelled system. In Figure 2
there are two processesP andQ which are to be executed
in parallel.

P Q

Figure 2:Two processesP andQ are executed in parallel.

Product Model

The dynamic model of a product is the process model that
will be described in the next section. However, the static

information for a product, e.g. product id, may, in the
MPPN model, be assigned to a token. The number of to-
kens control the number of products manufactured and the
number of products or product parts that are allowed in to
the manufacturing system at the same time. Note that this
may involve colored Petri nets but this extension is not em-
phasized in this paper.

Process Model

The resource allocation system involves a set of products
that share a set of resources within a manufacturing sys-
tem. To ensure that only one product at a time is using
a specific resource it is necessary for each resource to be
booked by a specific product. It is also important to con-
trol that there are noblocking or deadlock states. A routing
specification specifies a products route through a resource
system and may be described on two levels:

• ahigh level routing specification (HRS) that describes
which processes an object are to undergo, in which
order these processes are to be executed, and which
resource(s) that may be used for each individual pro-
cess.

• a booking and unbooking specification, which de-
scribes on a more detailed level how the shared re-
sources are to be booked and unbooked, based on the
HRS, to obtain the desired route through the resource
system.

Process Operation (PO) In the resource allocation
system the transition between two places in the HRS is a
process operation (PO). A PO involves two processes, a
booking processB and an unbooking processU . A book-
ing and unbooking model is automatically created given an
HRS.

Example 2 – Robot cell An HRS to the left in Figure 3
specifies the three processes involved for the Stationary-
Welding, in the robot cell example. The first PO requires
three resources: the robot R, the gripper G and the In-
station I . The second resource requires the robot R, the
gripper G and the weld gun WG. To the right in Figure 3
is described on a more detailed level how the resources in-
volved are to be booked and unbooked. Note that resources
that are required in several operations are not unbooked.

�
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S1

PO1 (R&G&I)

PO2 (R&G&WG)

PO3 (R&G&(O1 + O2))

S1

bR&bG&bI

bW G&uI

(bO1 + bO2)&uW G

uR&uG&uW G&(uO1 + uO2)

Figure 3:A routing specification is given as an HRS to the left
and a booking and unbooking specification to the right. Note that
resources that are required in more than one operation in a row
are not unbooked.

Manufacturing System Model

A model of the manufacturing system, for the resource
booking system, is created by synchronizing all of the in-
volved resource models.

3 The STEP AP214 Model

In this section the product, process, and manufacturing re-
source (PPR) representation in ISO 10303-214 (AP214)
will be described. The objective is to describe where to
find the information needed to generate the MPPN-model.
Before the PPR-model is described a brief introduction to
ISO 10303 (STEP) and the EXPRESS language will be
given.

ISO 10303 STEP is an international standard that
“provides a representation of product information along
with the necessary mechanisms and definitions to enable
product data to be exchanged” [11]. The term exchange
should here be interpreted as the exchange of data be-
tween computer systems in environments associated with
the complete life-cycle of a product, including manufactur-
ing.

The standard consists of different parts, called applica-
tion protocols, that define the scope, context, and infor-
mation requirements for a particular application, e.g. the
automotive industry (AP214), or electrical design and in-
stallation (AP212).

EXPRESS language The EXPRESS language is
a formally specified and structured language [9] used to
define the application interpreted models in STEP. The
EXPRESS is an earlier and more general alternative to
UML. The basic constructs of EXPRESS or EXPRESS-G
(a graphical subset of EXPRESS) is the entity and the at-

tribute. An entity is similar to an object in object-oriented
programming.

Graphically, in EXPRESS-G, an entity is represented as
a box with a name written in it. Attributes are represented
by a line ending with a small circle, showing the direction
of the relationship. They are labelled with the name of the
attribute as well as any cardinality constraints. A dashed
line represents an optional attribute, whereas a thick line
represents a supertype-subtype relationship, i.e. the same
as inheritance in object-oriented programming.

Product Model

The most important product entities in AP214 is theitem
(i) and item version (iv). These are the holders of product
meta-data, such as identifiers, version data, classification
data and much more.

Process Model

The process model in AP214, cf. Figure 4, has a central
role in the generation of the MPPN-model. It is the holder
of all the necessary process information, such as plan iden-
tifier, relationships between processes etc.

relationship

relation type

relating

related

STRING

STRING

description

name

name

versionid

processoperation

process

process

process

process

operation

operation

operation
occurrence

occurrence

definition

definition

plan

plan plan
version

id

id

id

processtype

Figure 4:Representation of process data in AP214.

The process model consists of a structure to hold meta-
data about a process plan. This structure is identified by
the process plan (pp) andprocess plan version (ppv) in
Figure 4. A process plan, consists of one or more pro-
cesses represented by theprocess operation occurrence
(poo). Theprocess operation occurrence represents the
occurrence of a process in a process plan. More specifi-
cally, it represents the occurrence of a definition of a pro-
cess, theprocess operation definition (pod). This mech-
anism enables the reuse of a definition in several differ-
ent places in a process plan as well as in several differ-
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ent process plans and thus, different versions of a plan
can reuse definitions that have not been changed from a
former version. For instance, alternative resource for the
same operation would be represented by the same defini-
tion but with different resources assigned to differentpro-
cess operation occurrences all representing the same def-
inition.

The structure of the process plan is represented
on the process operation occurrence level, i.e. the
level where sequence, alternative, simultaneity, and
substitution relationships between processes are rep-
resented. This relationship is represented by the
process operation occurrence relationship (poor) where
the attribute relation type holds the type of relation-
ship. The attributerelating points in the direction
of the process operation occurrence prior to the pro-
cess operation occurrence pointed out by the attributere-
lated.

Manufacturing System Model

Manufacturing resources can be represented in several dif-
ferent ways in AP214, depending on the level of detail and
the design life cycle stage.
The single instance and physical instance are both in-
stances of an abstract representation of a manufacturing
resource (item), but there is one significant difference. The
single instance represents an occurrence of a type of man-
ufacturing resource whereas thephysical instance repre-
sents a physical resource on the shop floor. Thus thesin-
gle instance is better used for planning purposes before a
physical resource exists and thephysical instance is better
used when there already exists a physical resource.

4 Mapping of AP214 into MPPN

In this section a description of the relationship between
AP214 and the MPPN product, process and manufacturing
system models is given. Examples are given in order to il-
lustrate the mapping of the static description of the product
to be manufactured into a dynamic model using the graph-
ical notation of both descriptions. The actual algorithm is
not shown mainly due to lack of space. A simplified algo-
rithm is given in [5].

Product

For the purpose of creating a product in the MPPN-model
only a product identifier is needed. The product identi-
fier is represented by theitem version.id in AP214. This
identifier will be assigned to thetoken in MPPN which

implies a colored extension of the MPPN. The product
identifier is related to process information via thepro-
cess plan.produced output.

Manufacturing system

The attributes of the manufacturing resources that are
needed in order to generate a MPPN-model are thesin-
gle instance.id andphysical instance.serial number.

Process

Process information needed in order to cre-
ate an MPPN-model is process plan.id, process
operation occurrence.id, process operation definition.id,

and information about relationships between processes.
Table 1 describes the use of AP214 process model
information when creating an MPPN-model.

AP214 Information MPPN-model

Plan (pp) identifier Routing specification identifier
Occurrence (poo) identifier Petri net place (pnp) identifier
Definition (pod) identifier Process operator (PO) identifier
Relationship (poor) type Net structure

Table 1:The use of AP214 information when creating a MPPN-
model.

The differences betweenproduct operation definition
and product operation occurrence are several but the
most important one in this paper is that theprod-
uct operation definition gives a general description
of what an operation involves, whereas theprod-
uct operation occurence describes on a more detailed
level which resource to use in a specific operation. For
instance, aproduct operation definition may be executed
by two different product operation occurences in that
that they use different resources. In the MPPN model a
process that only differs in which resource they require
is regarded as the sameprocess operation. This means
that it is natural to use theproduct operation definition
identification when translating into MPPNs.

Alternative resources

In an earlier phase of this project alternative re-
sources has already been implemented. In the STEP
standard alternative resource is represented bypro-
cess operation occurences that refers to the samepro-
cess operation definition and also refers to each other with
theprocess operation occurence relationship attributere-
lation type equal to ’alternative’, cf Figure 4. In the MPPN
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the alternative resource is represented by a number of al-
ternative resources in the transition equation, cf 5.

’poo a’ ’poo b’

id

idid

ing ed

poo poo

poor

pod

rtype
’alternative’

odef odef

’pod1 ’

S

pod1(Ri + Rj)

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Alternative process given as a High Level Rout-
ing specification (b) and an instantiated STEP AP214-model
(a). This is alternative processes in the STEP standard
with process operation occurences refereing to the samepro-
cess operation definition. Eachprocess operation occurence re-
lates to one resource eachR1 andR2

In figure 5(a) a small part of a populated STEP model is
represented. There are twoprocess operation occurences,
with respective id ’pooa’ and ’poob’, which refers to
each other with therelation type attribute ’alternative’.
Both of the process operation occurences also refer to
the sameprocess operation definition pod1. This im-
plies that the same operation is being executed by both
process operation occurences, however these twopro-
cess operation occurences are referring to different re-
sources which is not shown in Figure 5(a). In Figure 5(b)
an HRS is described showing the use of the + operator for
representation of the resource choice.

Alternative processes

Alternative, or split, differs from the earlier men-
tioned alternative resource in that it in STEP arepro-
cess operation occurences that refer to each other with
the process operation occurence relationship with the at-
tributerelation type equal to ’alternative’, cf Figure 4, but
the differentprocess operation occurences do not refer to
the sameprocess operation definition. This results in a
split of the sequence in the MPPN in to two or more sepa-
rate branches, cf Figure 6.

Parallel

Parallel processes are described in the MPPN in the
same manner as in ordinary Petri Nets, c.f. Figure
2. In step this is modelled as two or morepro-
cess operation occurences that refer to each other with
the process operation occurence relationship with the at-
tributerelation type equal to ’parallel’, cf Figure 4.

’poo a’ ’poo b’

id id

idid

ing ed

poo poo

poor

pod pod

rtype
’alternative’

odef odef

’pod1 ’ ’pod2 ’

Si

pod1 pod2

(a) (b)

Figure 6: Alternative process given as a High Level Rout-
ing specification (b) and an instantiated STEP AP214-model (a).
Note that this is different from alternative resources which in
STEP is described by the fact that the involved processes are ref-
ereing to the same definition.

’poo a’ ’poo b’

id id

idid

ing ed

poo poo

poor

pod pod

rtype
’parallel’

odef odef

’pod1 ’ ’pod2 ’

Si

pod1 pod2

(a) (b)

Figure 7:Parallel process given as a High Level Routing speci-
fication (b) and an instantiated STEP AP214-model (a).

Example 3 – Robot cell In Figure 8 shows how
the StationaryWleding process in the Scania robot
cell may be modelled with STEP. The same pro-
cess is in Figure 9 described using the High level
part of the MPPN language. As can be seen in
Figure 8 there are four processoperationoccurences
and only three processoperationdefinitions. Two pro-
cessoperationoccurencesare referring to each other with
the relation type ’alternative’. Transferring the STEP
model in Figure 8 into the MPPN model in Figure 9results
in an MPPN with three operations executed in sequence.
The three operations required a set of resources each and
as a consequence of the two processoperationoccurences
referring to the same processoperationdefinitionsexists
alternative resources for pod3.

�

The presented ideas so far involve only part of all the
information needed in order to control a single cell or a
whole plant. There is security information and much more
but at this point we have concentrated on translating flow
control information.
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’alternative’

id

id

id

id id

idid

inginging ededed

poopoopoo poo

poorpoorpoor

podpod pod

rtypertypertype odefodef
odef

odef

’poo 1’ ’poo 2’ ’poo 3’ ’poo 4’

’pod1 ’ ’pod2 ’

’pod3 ’

’sequence’’sequence’

Figure 8: Instantiated example of theStationaryWelding process of the Scania robot cell given as a simplified instantiated STEP AP214
model. Note that the eachprocess operation occurence relates to one or more resources but for clarity this is not shown in this picture.

S1S1

pod1 (R&G&I)

pod2 (R&G&WG)

pod3 (R&G&(O1 + O2))

Figure 9: A routing specification given as an HRS and
describing theStationaryWelding process of the Scania
Robot cell.

5 Conclusions and Future work

The suggested method implies a reliable framework for the
exchange of control related information, which involves re-
source, product and process information. In addition to this
it delivers the expected information fast, which is crucial
when short lead times are required.

One of the main advantages of this method is that it in-
volves, and uses, a well accepted international standard,
STEP AP214, for the exchange of product, process, and
resource related information.

In future work the entire method will be implemented
and applied on a large industry case.
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